LITTLE HADHAM PRIMARY SCHOOL – ‘Believing and Achieving’
SUMMER TERM 2018 - MEDIUM TERM TOPIC PLAN – WILLOW CLASS
SCIENCE

Our Science unit will be ‘Animals
including humans’. We will explore
the structure of the heart and
lungs. The double circulation
through the lungs and the rest of
the body will be explained and
children will learn more about blood!
How does exercise affect pulse
rate? Why exercise is good for us
and what can harm the heart and
lungs? ICT work and Home Learning
may sometimes be linked to our
Science topic.
Science week / Green Tree Week
wk beg 21st May

HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY

A study of some of the main changes in Britain
since 1948 and we will identify key characteristics
of different decades.

To identify similarities and differences between
types of sources of information available in
different periods in the past.
To find out some of the main events of the
1950s, 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s and to investigate
what life was like during these periods
Including…
Queen’s Coronation
End of rationing
Start of commercial TV
Swinging sixties – ‘Beetle mania’
Margaret Thatcher – 1st Female Prime Minister
Live Aid

R.E.

ART

Art through the decades – including
Andy Warhol and Pop Art movement
Look at 1960s black and white
geometric designs, designs by Mary
Quant and Yves Saint Laurent

D&T

Focus after Assessment Week linked to topic
– link to Spring term topic (waterproofing
materials for a survival kit)

In RE, we will be looking at the
human responsibility for the
environment as well as ways to
promote goodness.

‘Designs of the Decades’

Food technology – link to Autumn term WWII

MUSIC

FRENCH

PSHE/S.E.A.L FOCUS:

To be taught by H. Martin
See HM planning for detail

We will continue to follow the units of work from

KS2 Summer Concert – singing and
performance focus

We will continue to use and add to our bank of

‘Language Angels’ – ‘Au café’ and ‘Les vêtements’

classroom instructions and everyday conversational
vocabulary and use songs and interactive programs to
support this.

Our PSHE units will be ‘Relationships’ and
‘Changes’. We will focus on relationships and we
will explore our feelings within the context of our
important relationships including family and
friends. We will also look at changes, how these
affect our feelings of security and confidence and
how we can respond to unplanned or new changes
and challenges.

P.E.

NOTES:

Outdoor Games (led by Sports Coaches)
Swimming to continue until end of Summer Term

ICT
In ICT children will keep on learning new skills on Thursdays with Miss
Todd and they will be applying the skills taught in other subjects.

Yr6 to be involved in Early Years Sports morning and
Whole school Sports Day
Sports Day – Thursday 14th June

Assessment week (SATs) – wk beg 14th May
Science Week / Green Tree week – 21st May – 25th May
Crucial Crew Year 6 Tuesday 22nd May 9.45am – 11.45am

